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Conceptual design of an active feedback system for the control
of the resistive shell mode in tokamaks

Richard Fitzpatrick
Institute for Fusion Studies, Department of Physics, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712

~Received 31 August 2000; accepted 12 October 2000!

A quadratic dispersion relation is derived which governs the feedback-modified stability of the
resistive shell mode in a large-aspect ratio, low-b tokamak plasma. The effectiveness of a given
feedback scheme is determined by a single parameter,a0 , which measures the coupling of different
poloidal harmonics due to the nonsinusoidal nature of the feedback currents. Feedback fails when
this parameter becomes either too positive or too negative. Feedback schemes can be classified into
threegroups, depending on the relative values of the poloidal mode number,m0 , of the intrinsically
unstable resistive shell mode, and the number,M, of feedback coils in the poloidal direction. Group
I corresponds toM<2m0 and MÞm0 ; group II corresponds toM5m0 ; finally, group III
corresponds toM.2m0 . The optimal group I feedback scheme is characterized by extremely
narrow detector loops placed as close as possible to the plasma, i.e., well inside the resistive shell.
Of course, such a scheme would be somewhat impractical. The optimal group II feedback scheme
is characterized by large, nonoverlapping detector loops, and moderately large, nonoverlapping
feedback coils. Such a scheme is 100% effective~i.e., it makes the resistive shell appear
superconducting! when the detector loops are located just outside the shell. Unfortunately, the
scheme only works efficiently for resistive shell modes possessing one particular poloidal mode
number. The optimal group III feedback scheme is characterized by slightly overlapping detector
loops, and strongly overlapping feedback coils. Such a scheme is 100% effective when the detector
loops are located just outside the shell. In addition, the scheme works efficiently for resistive shell
modes with arangeof different poloidal mode numbers. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1342783#

I. INTRODUCTION

The economic attractiveness of magnetic fusion energy
is a strongly increasing function of the well-known figure of
merit b.1 Currently, the most promising magnetic fusion con-
cept is the so-called ‘‘advanced tokamak.’’2,3 The maximum
achievableb in advanced tokamak designs is limited by
pressure gradient driven external-kink modes.4 Indeed, such
designs are only attractive provided that the stability of
external-kink modes is enhanced~thus, raising theb limit !
via the presence of a close fitting,perfectly conductingshell
surrounding the plasma. Unfortunately, in a reactor-sized de-
vice, all plausible conducting shells possess non-negligible
resistivity. When a tokamak plasma is surrounded by a close
fitting, resistiveshell, the relatively fast growing external-
kink mode is converted into the far more slowly growing
‘‘resistive shell mode.’’ The latter mode grows on the char-
acteristic L/R time of the shell, and has virtually identical
stability boundaries to those of the external-kink mode in the
absence of a conducting shell.5 ~Rapid plasma rotation can
have a stabilizing effect on the resistive shell mode, relative
to the free-boundary external-kink mode. Unfortunately, the
levels of rotation required to achieve this effect in a reactor-
sized device are unrealistically high.6–8! The L/R time of a
conventional resistive shell is long compared to most plasma
time scales, but still generally much shorter than the duration

of the plasma discharge. Hence, all attractive advanced toka-
mak designs are predicated on the assumption that the resis-
tive shell mode can somehow be stabilized.

To date, the only known reactor-relevant mechanism for
stabilizing the resistive shell mode in advanced tokamaks is
active feedbackvia external saddle coils located outside the
shell.9–15 The subject area of active feedback control of ex-
ternal modes in toroidal pinch devices has matured rapidly
over the last decade, starting with Bishop’s seminal paper in
1989,9 and culminating, recently, in the first successful ex-
perimental demonstration of feedback control of the resistive
shell mode by the~High Beta Tokamak-Extended Pulse!
HBT-EP group.16 Indeed, it now seems highly plausible that
the resistive shell mode can be routinely stabilized in an
advanced tokamak, given a suitably optimized feedback
system.

A typical active feedback system for the control of ex-
ternal modes in a tokamak consists of an array of feedback
coils, an array of detector loops, and some electronic cir-
cuitry linking the currents driven in the feedback coils to the
signals measured by the detector loops. The optimal design
of such a system is an extremely complicated procedure,
since there are a great many variables, i.e., the nature of the
feedback algorithm, the number, sizes, shapes, and locations
of the feedback coils, and the number, sizes, shapes, and
locations of the detector loops. Fortunately, it is possible to
numerically simulatea realistic active feedback system by
coupling a toroidal~magnetohydrodynamical! MHD stability
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code, such asPEST,17 with a three-dimensional, finite-
element, electromagnetic code, such asVALEN,18 according
to a prescription outlined by Boozer.13 Unfortunately, such
simulation is extremely time consuming, effectively preclud-
ing a wide-ranging exploration of design parameter space. In
this paper, we outline a simple, but highly approximate,ana-
lytic method—based on low-b, cylindrical MHD analysis—
for determining the effectiveness of a given active feedback
system. It is hoped that this method can be used to thor-
oughly explore parameter space in order to identify regions
which are sufficiently promising to warrant further investiga-
tion via thePEST/VALEN code. Indeed, some of these regions
are identified in this paper.

In the current literature, there are two apparently differ-
ent analytic methods for approximately evaluating the effec-
tiveness of a given active feedback control system in a toka-
mak. The methods of Boozer13 and Okabayashi and
co-workers14 emphasize a particular combination of induc-
tances, which in this paper is denoted

Mdf2
MdwMwf

Mww
. ~1!

Here,Mdf measures the mutual inductance between the de-
tector loop array and the feedback coil array,Mdw measures
the mutual inductance between the detector loop array and
the resistive shell, etc. According to Boozer and Okabayashi,
if the above-mentioned combination possesses a certain sign
~negative in this paper! then the feedback system operates
effectively. Conversely, if the combination possesses the op-
posite sign~positive in this paper! then the feedback system
fails. The method of Fitzpatrick and Yu12 concentrates on a
parameter, calleda0 in this paper, which measures the cou-
pling of different poloidal harmonics due to the nonsinusoi-
dal nature of the currents flowing in the feedback coils. Ac-
cording to Fitzpatrick and Yu, effective feedback is only
possible provided thata0 does not exceed a certain critical
value. The first aim of this paper is tounify the above two
approaches to evaluating the effectiveness of a given feed-
back system.

In a recent paper, Liu and Bondeson obtained a rather
surprising result.15 Namely, in situations where there are
only a few feedback coils in the poloidal direction, the opti-
mum configuration is to haveextremely smalldetector loops
located as close as possible to the edge of the plasma. This
result—which is rather perplexing, since extremely small de-
tector loops are likely to have great difficulty sensing low
amplitude resistive shell modes—was subsequently con-
firmed by thePEST/VALEN code.19 Another aim of this paper
is to determine under which circumstances small detector
loops are optimal, and whether there are any cases in which
practical-sized detector loops are optimal.

The placement of detector loopswell insidethe resistive
shell, which appears to be necessary according to the results
of Liu and Bondeson, would be highly impractical in a reac-
tor environment. The final aim of this paper is to determine
whether or not it is possible to find an optimal feedback
system in which the detector loops are locatedoutsidethe
resistive shell~which would be far more reactor relevant!.

II. DERIVATION OF THE DISPERSION RELATION

A. Introduction

Consider a large aspect-ratio,20 low-b,1 tokamak plasma
equilibrium whose unperturbed magnetic flux surfaces map
out ~almost! concentric circles in the poloidal plane. Such an
equilibrium is well approximated as a periodic cylinder. Sup-
pose that the minor radius of the plasma isa. Standard cy-
lindrical polar coordinates (r ,u,z) are adopted. The system
is assumed to be periodic in thez direction, with periodicity
length 2pR0 , whereR0 is the simulated major radius of the
plasma. It is convenient to define a simulated toroidal angle
f5z/R0 .

The equilibrium magnetic field is written B
5@0,Bu(r ),Bf#. Likewise, the equilibrium plasma current
takes the form J5@0,0,Jf(r )#, where m0Jf

5(1/r )d(rBu)/dr. The so-called ‘‘safety factor’’ is defined
q5rBf /R0Bu .

B. Perturbed magnetic field

The perturbed magnetic field can be writtenb5“c∧ẑ,
where the perturbed poloidal magnetic flux takes the form

c~r ,u,f,t !5(
m,n

cm,n~r ,t !

m
ei ~mu2nf!. ~2!

Here,m and n are poloidal and toroidal mode numbers, re-
spectively. The above-given definition is valid provided that
umu@unua/R0 , which is easily satisfied for external-kink
modes in a large-aspect ratio tokamak. According to stan-
dard, marginally stable, ideal-MHD theory, the function
cm,n(r ) satisfies21

1

r

d

dr S r
dcm,n

dr D2
m2

r 2 cm,n1
m0Jf8

Bu~nq/m21!
cm,n50,

~3!

where~8! denotesd/dr.

C. Shell physics

Suppose that the plasma is surrounded by a~radially!
thin, rigid, concentric, resistive shell of minor radiusr w

.a. The analysis in this paper is performed in the conven-
tional ‘‘thin shell’’ limit, in which the skin depth of the per-
turbed magnetic field in the shell material is much greater
than the thickness of the shell, but much less than its radius.
This limit is relevant provided that the thickness of the shell
is much less than its minor radius, and the analysis is re-
stricted to cases in which external-kink modes are unstable in
the absence of the resistive shell, but stable if the shell is
made perfectly conducting.

In the thin shell limit, it is possible to unambiguously
define a ‘‘shell flux’’

Cw~u,f,t !5c~r w ,u,f,t !5(
m,n

Cw
m,n~ t !ei ~mu2nf!. ~4!

Furthermore, the currents induced in the shell have no sig-
nificant radial variation in this limit. Hence, the radially in-
tegrated perturbed shell current density can be written
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m0dIw5 i“Jw∧ r̂ , ~5!

where

Jw~u,f,t !5(
m,n

Jw
m,n~ t !ei ~mu2nf! ~6!

is the shell current stream function. It is helpful to define the
quantity

DCw~u,f,t !5F r
]c~r ,u,f,t !

]r G
r w2

r w1

5(
m,n

DCw
m,n~ t !ei ~mu2nf!, ~7!

which parametrizes the jump in the radial derivative ofc
across the shell.

Ampère’s law radially integrated across the shell yields

DCw
m,n52m2Jw

m,n . ~8!

Finally, Ohm’s law combined with Faraday’s law gives

DCw
m,n5gtwCw

m,n , ~9!

whereg[d/dt is the growth rate, andtw is the L/R time of
the shell~tw5m0swdwr w , wheresw is the shell conductiv-
ity and dw is the shell radial thickness!.

D. Feedback coil array

Suppose that the plasma is surrounded by a~radially!
thin array of feedback coils of minor radiusr f . Again adopt-
ing the thin shell approximation, it is possible to define a
‘‘feedback flux’’

C f~u,f,t !5c~r f ,u,f,t !5(
m,n

C f
m,n~ t !ei ~mu2nf!. ~10!

Moreover, the radially integrated perturbed feedback current
density can be written

m0dI f5 i“Jf∧ r̂ , ~11!

where

Jf~u,f,t !5(
m,n

Jf
m,n~ t !ei ~mu2nf! ~12!

is the feedback current stream function. It is helpful to define
the quantity

DC f~u,f,t !5F r
]c~r ,u,f,t !

]r G
r f 2

r f 1

5(
m,n

DC f
m,n~ t !ei ~mu2nf!, ~13!

which parametrizes the jump in the radial derivative ofc
across the feedback coil array. Ampe`re’s law radially inte-
grated across the array yields

DC f
m,n52m2Jf

m,n . ~14!

E. Feedback coil physics

The distribution of feedback coils is assumed to be tor-
oidally symmetric. It is further assumed that there are suffi-
cient, closely spaced coils in the toroidal direction and that
there is negligible coupling of different toroidal harmonics
by the feedback currents. Hence, from now on, the common
e2 inf dependence of perturbed quantities is neglected.

Suppose, for the sake of simplicity, that all of the feed-
back loops areidentical, and consist of~radially! thin, rect-
angular, saddle coils, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The poloidal
and toroidal angular extents of each coil areDu f and Df,
respectively. Furthermore, the angular widths of the toroidal
and poloidal legs of each coil aredu and df, respectively.
Suppose that there areM coils in the poloidal direction, with
the kth coil centered on poloidal angleuk .

Let I k be the total current circulating around thekth coil.
For the sake of simplicity, this current is assumed to beuni-
formly distributedthroughout the coil. It follows that

iJ f
m,n5

2m0

pdu

sin~mdu/2!sin~mDu f /2!

m2 (
k51,M

I ke2 imuk.

~15!

The inductive voltage generated in thekth feedback coil
takes the form

Vi
k522iR0Dfg(

m

sin~mDu f /2!

m
C f

m,neimuk. ~16!

F. Detector loop physics

Suppose that each feedback coil is accompanied by a
detector loop—centered on the same angular coordinates—
located at minor radiusr d . Suppose, further, that all the
detector loops areidentical, ~radially! thin, rectangular
saddle loops of poloidal and toroidal angular extentsDud

andDf, respectively.
It is possible to define a ‘‘detector flux’’

Cd~u,t !5c~r d ,u,t !5(
m,n

Cd
m,n~ t !eimu. ~17!

FIG. 1. An individual feedback coil.
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Moreover, the inductive voltage generated in thekth detector
loop takes the form

Vd
k522iR0Dfg(

m

sin~mDud/2!

m
Cd

m,neimuk. ~18!

G. Feedback circuit physics

The circuit equation for thekth feedback coil is written

Vi
k1Vf

k5I kR, ~19!

whereR is the resistance of the coil, andVf
k is the applied

feedback voltage. The feedback algorithm adopted in this
paper is similar to that used in the successful HBT-EP
experiments.16 Thus, the feedback voltageVf

k applied to the
kth feedback coil is related to the inductive voltageVd

k mea-
sured by thekth detector loop via

Vf
k~ t !5GdVd

k~ t !1GpE
2`

t

Vd
k~ t8!

dt8

tw
, ~20!

which reduces to

Vf
k5S Gd1

Gp

gtw
DVd

k , ~21!

assuming that the mode amplitude is negligible ast→2`.
Here, Gp is termed theproportional gain, whereasGd is
termed thederivative gain.

H. Inductances

Solving Eq.~3!, subject to physical boundary conditions
at r 50 andr 5`, noting thatcm,n(r ) must be continuous in
r but may have gradient discontinuities atr 5r w and r 5r f ,
we obtain

Cw
m,n5Mww

m,nDCw
m,n1Mw f

m,nDC f
m,n , ~22!

C f
m,n5M f w

m,nDCw
m,n1M f f

m,nDC f
m,n , ~23!

Cd
m,n5Mdw

m,nDCw
m,n1Md f

m,nDC f
m,n . ~24!

Here,

Mww
m,n5

1

2umu
r m

2umu2r w
2umu

r w
2umu , ~25!

M f f
m,n5

1

2umu
r m

2umu2r f
2umu

r f
2umu , ~26!

M f w
m,n5Mw f

m,n5
1

2umu
r m

2umu2r f w
2umu

r f
umur w

umu , ~27!

Mdw
m,n5

1

2umu
r m

2umu2r dw
2umu

r d
umur w

umu , ~28!

Md f
m,n5

1

2umu
r m

2umu2r d f
2umu

r d
umur f

umu , ~29!

where

r f w5min~r f ,r w!, ~30!

r dw5min~r d ,r w!, ~31!

r d f5min~r d ,r f !. ~32!

The quantityr m is termed thecritical radius for the m,n
ideal external-kink mode: a resistive shell whose minor ra-
dius exceedsr m is incapable of stabilizing the mode, and
vice versa.

The quantitiesMww
m,n , Mw f

m,n , etc., can all be interpreted
asnormalized inductances~the true inductances are obtained
by multiplying by 2m0R0!. Thus,Mww

m,n measures the self-
inductance of the current distribution associated with the
m,n resistive shell mode, assuming the presence of a single
resistive shell at radiusr w , and no feedback. Likewise,M f f

m,n

measures the self-inductance of the current distribution asso-
ciated with them,n resistive shell mode, assuming the pres-
ence of a single resistive shell at radiusr f , and no feedback.
Furthermore,M f w

m,n measures the mutual inductance between
these two current distributions. Finally,Mdw

m,n andMd f
m,n mea-

sure the mutual inductance between the detector loop array
and the former and latter current distributions, respectively.

I. Dispersion relation

In general, for physically plausible tokamak current pro-
files, at mostone resistive shell mode—them0 , n mode,
say—is intrinsically unstable at any given time.22 The intrin-
sically unstablem0 , n harmonic is termed the ‘‘central har-
monic.’’

Suppose that the feedback coils are evenly spaced, so
that

uk5~k21!
2p

M
~33!

for k51,M . In this case, only the

m5m01 jM ~34!

~where j is an integer! harmonics need be included in the
calculation of the feedback modified growth rate of the in-
trinsically unstablem0 , n resistive shell mode. Following the
analysis of Ref. 12, we write

I k5Ieim0uk. ~35!

Equations~8!, ~9!, ~14!–~16!, ~18!, ~19!, ~21!–~24!, and~35!
can be combined to give the following dispersion relation:

(
j ,mÞ0

m5m01 jM

gt f H gf~m,m0!S gtwM f w
m Mw f

m

12gtwMww
m 1M f f

m D 1gd~m,m0!

3S gtwMdw
m Mw f

m

12gtwMww
m 1Md f

m D S Gd1
Gp

gtw
D J 51, ~36!

where

t f5
m0R0

R

4MDf

pdu

sin~m0du/2!sin2~m0Du f /2!

m0
~37!

is the L/R time of the feedback coil array, and

gf~m,m0!5
m0 sin~mdu/2!sin2~mDu f /2!

m sin~m0du/2!sin2~m0Du f /2!
, ~38!
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gd~m,m0!5
m0 sin~mdu/2!sin~mDu f /2!sin~mDud/2!

m sin~m0du/2!sin2~m0Du f /2!
.

~39!

Note that the common superscriptn on the inductances has
been omitted for the sake of clarity.

Let us assume, as seems reasonable, that the L/R time of
the resistive shell greatly exceeds that of the feedback coil
array, i.e.,

tw@t f . ~40!

For the case of resistive shell modes~i.e., modes for which
1/t f@g;1/tw!, the above-mentioned dispersion relation re-
duces to

ĝ2@~a2ãmin!Ĝd#1ĝ@11~a2ãmin!Ĝp

1~amax2a!sĜd#1@~amax2a!sĜp2s#50, ~41!

where

ĝ5
gtw

2m0
, ~42!

Ĝd5
t f

tw
gd~m0 ,m0!Gd , ~43!

Ĝp5
t f

tw
gd~m0 ,m0!

Gp

2m0
, ~44!

s5
1

2m0Mww
m0

5
r w

2m0

r m0

2m02r w
2m0

, ~45!

amax52m0Md f
m05

r m0

2m02r d f
2m0

r d
m0r f

m0
, ~46!

ãmin52m0S Md f
m02

Mdw
m0Mw f

m0

Mww
m0 D

5
1

r d
m0r f

m0 H ~r m0

2m02r d f
2m0!

2
~r m0

2m02r dw
2m0!~r m0

2m02r f w
2m0!

~r m0

2m02r w
2m0! J , ~47!

a52 (
j , j Þ0,mÞ0

m5m01 jM
gd~m,m0!

gd~m0 ,m0!

3F ĝ~2m0!2Mdw
m Mw f

m

12ĝ2m0Mww
m 12m0Md f

m G . ~48!

III. DERIVATION OF THE REDUCED DISPERSION
RELATION

A. Introduction

Let us, first of all, examine the various quantities appear-
ing in the dispersion relation~41!. The quantitiesĝ, Ĝp , Ĝd

are the normalized growth rate, proportional gain, and de-

rivative gain, respectively. The quantitys measures the in-
trinsic stability of them0 , n resistive shell mode. Ifs.0
then the mode is unstable. The associated ideal external-kink
mode becomes unstable ass→`. Now, the analysis in this
paper is premised on the assumption that them0 , n resistive
shell mode isunstableand the associated ideal external-kink
mode isstable. Hence, we shall restrict our attention to cases
in which 0,s,`. The quantitya measures the coupling of
the central harmonic to sideband harmonics~i.e., harmonics
with mÞm0! due to the nonsinusoidal nature of the currents
flowing in the feedback coils. The interpretations of the
quantitiesãmin andamax will become clearer presently.

B. Feedback mode

In this paper, we assume that bothĜp andĜd areposi-
tive, which corresponds~under normal circumstances! to
negative feedback applied to the resistive shell mode. We
also assume, for the moment, that the derivative gain,Ĝd , is
much less than unity. In this limit, the dispersion relation
~41! can be split into two separate branches. The first branch
corresponds to a fast-growing mode whose growth rate is
inversely proportional toĜd :

ĝ.F 1

ãmin2a`
2ĜpG Y Ĝd . ~49!

Here

a`5 lim
ĝ→`

a. ~50!

Note that the above-mentioned growth rate isindependentof
the plasma stability parameter,s. This suggests that the cor-
responding mode represents an instability of the feedback
system, rather than the plasma: Hence, it is termed thefeed-
back mode.

According to Eq.~49!, the feedback mode is intrinsically
unstable whenever

a`,ãmin , ~51!

but is stabilized by proportional gain. Indeed, the critical
value ofĜp above which the mode is stabilized is

Ĝp f5
1

ãmin2a`
. ~52!

As Ĝd→0, the growth rate of the feedback mode in-
creases monotonically untilĝ;1/t f , at which point the
mode drops out of the dispersion relation~41!, which is
restricted to modes whose growth rates are much smaller
than 1/t f .

C. Resistive shell mode

The second branch of the dispersion relation~41! corre-
sponds to a mode which grows on the inverse L/R time of
the shell, and whose growth rate becomes very large as the
ideal stability boundarys5` is approached:

ĝ.
s@12~amax2a!Ĝp#

@11~a2ãmin!Ĝp#
. ~53!
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Of course, we immediately recognize this branch as there-
sistive shell mode.

Expression~53! exhibits three different regimes of be-
havior as the proportional gain,Ĝp , is increased from a
small value, depending on the size of the mode coupling
parameter,a.

If

a0.amax, ~54!

where

a05 lim
ĝ→0

a, ~55!

then asĜp is increased the mode growth rate is reduced, but
never becomes negative. In other words, in this regime the
feedback system is incapable of completely stabilizing the
resistive shell mode. This behavior is similar to that de-
scribed in Fitzpatrick and Yu~1998!.12 Excessive coupling to
sideband harmonics~parametrized bya0! causes the struc-
ture of the resistive shell mode eigenfunction todistort
strongly under the influence of the feedback currents, leading
eventually to the escape of the mode through the gaps be-
tween the feedback coils, or the centers of the coils.

If

a0,amax, ~56!

and

a`.ãmin , ~57!

then the resistive shell mode is stabilized once the propor-
tional gain exceeds the critical value

Ĝpw5
1

amax2a0
. ~58!

Hence, in this regime the feedback system operates effec-
tively.

Finally, if

a`,ãmin , ~59!

then the resistive shell mode is stabilized onceĜp exceeds
the critical value~58!, but becomes unstable again whenĜp

exceeds the second critical value~52!. Note, however, that
for Ĝp less than the second critical value the feedback mode
is unstable~see Sec. III B!. Hence, there is an unstable mode
for all ~positive! values of the proportional gain. Clearly, the
feedback system fails completely in this regime.

D. Reduced dispersion relation

At first sight, the dispersion relation~41! appears to be a
quadratic equation for the growth rate,ĝ. This is, in fact, not
the case because of the hiddenĝ dependence of the mode
coupling parameter,a. Consider the modified dispersion re-
lation

ĝ2@~a`2ãmin!Ĝd#1ĝ@11~a`2ãmin!Ĝp

1~amax2a0!sĜd#1@~amax2a0!sĜp2s#50. ~60!

This is a true quadratic equation forĝ, since the parameters
a0 anda` are ĝ independent. The condition for both roots

of Eq. ~60! to remain negative is simply that all coefficients
of ĝn remain the same sign. In fact, following Boozer
~1998!,13 if a finite time delay is incorporated into the analy-
sis of the feedback circuits then the stability condition be-
comes slightly more stringent: namely, that all coefficients
remainpositive. It follows that if s.0, Ĝd.0, andĜp@1,
which corresponds to the normal operating regime of our
feedback scheme, then both roots of Eq.~60! are stable pro-
vided thatamax.a0 anda`.ãmin . Of course, these stability
boundaries are identical to those we have just derived for the
true dispersion relation~41!. We conclude that, as long as we
are only interested in whether modes are stable or unstable,
rather than their exact growth rates, it is sufficient to consider
the simple quadratic dispersion relation~60!, rather than the
full dispersion relation~41!.

The reduced dispersion relation~60! can be rewritten

ĝ2@~a02amin!Ĝd#1ĝ@11~a02amin!Ĝp

1~amax2a0!sĜd#1@~amax2a0!sĜp2s#50, ~61!

where

amin5ãmin1a02a` . ~62!

The stability criterion, in the limit of large proportional gain
~i.e., Ĝp@1!, becomes

amax.a0.amin . ~63!

In other words, the mode coupling parameter,a0 , is con-
strained to lie within a certainbandof values. Ifa0 crosses
the upper boundary of this band~from below! then mode
coupling becomes sufficiently strong that the distortion of
the resistive shell mode eigenfunction under the influence of
the feedback currents defeats the feedback scheme. Con-
versely, ifa0 crosses the lower boundary of the band~from
above! then the feedback scheme itself becomes unstable.

E. Evaluation of mode coupling parameters

In order to solve the reduced dispersion relation~61! we
need to derive expressions for the mode coupling parameters
a0 anda` , defined in Eqs.~55! and ~50!, respectively. For
the sake of simplicity, let us adopt avacuum approximation
in which the interactions of the various sideband harmonics
with the plasma are assumed to be negligible. This is equiva-
lent to taking the limitr m→0 ~recall thatr m is the critical
radius for them, n ideal external-kink mode! for all m, n
harmonics except the central harmonic. Let us also neglect
the thickness of the feedback coil conductors, which is
equivalent to taking the limitdu→0. In these limits, Eqs.
~48!, ~50!, and~55! yield

a05 (
j , j Þ0,mÞ0

m5m01 jM S r d f
2

r dr f
D umu m0

umu
sin~mDu f /2!sin~mDud/2!

sin~m0Du f /2!sin~m0Dud/2!
,

~64!

and
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a`5 (
j , j Þ0,mÞ0

m5m01 jM S r d f
2

r dr f
D umuF12S r dwr f w

r d fr w
D 2umuG

3
m0

umu
sin~mDu f /2!sin~mDud/2!

sin~m0Du f /2!sin~m0Dud/2!
. ~65!

F. Discussion

It is appropriate, at this point, to list the assumptions
made during the derivation of the reduced dispersion relation
~61!: ~1! The plasma equilibrium configuration corresponds
to a large aspect-ratio, low-b tokamak.~2! The plasma is
surrounded by a single, concentric,~radially! thin, resistive
shell. ~3! The feedback system consists of a concentric array
of ~radially! thin feedback coils and a concentric array of
~radially! thin detector loops, both located outside the
plasma.~4! There are sufficient feedback coils in toroidal
direction to prevent the coupling of different toroidal har-
monics by the feedback currents.~5! Each feedback coil is
accompanied by an associated detector loop.~6! The feed-
back coils are evenly spaced in the poloidal direction.~7!
Each detector loop is centered on the same angular position
as its associated feedback coil. However, the radial locations
of the detector loop and feedback coil arrays are not neces-
sarily the same.~8! All feedback coils are identical rectan-
gular saddle coils. All detector loops are identical rectangular
saddle loops.~9! The feedback coils and detector loops are
the same size in the toroidal direction. However, the detector
loops and feedback coils may be different sizes in the poloi-
dal direction. ~10! There is only a single intrinsically un-
stable resistive shell mode, known as the ‘‘principal har-
monic.’’ ~11! All harmonics other than the principal
harmonic are treated via a vacuum approximation in which
their interaction with the plasma is neglected.~12! The an-
gular widths of the conductors making up the feedback coils
are negligible.~13! The L/R time of the resistive shell greatly
exceeds that of the feedback coil array.~14! An identical
feedback algorithm is appliedindependentlyto each detector
loop/feedback coil pair.

The parameters appearing in Eq.~61! are as follows:

~1! ĝ is the normalized growth-rate, defined in Eq.~42!;
~2! Ĝp is the normalized proportional gain, defined in Eqs.

~21! and ~44!;
~3! Ĝd is the normalized derivative gain, defined in Eqs.

~21! and ~43!;
~4! s is the plasma stability parameter, defined in Eq.~45!;
~5! a0 is the mode coupling parameter, defined in Eq.~64!;
~6! amax, defined in Eq.~46!, is the maximum value ofa0 at

which the feedback scheme still operates effectively; and
~7! amin , defined in Eqs.~47!, ~62!, ~64!, and ~65!, is the

minimum value ofa0 at which the feedback scheme still
operates effectively.

Note that the purpose of the reduced dispersion relation
~61! is merely to predict whether the growth-rateĝ is posi-
tive or negative. The full dispersion relation~41! must be
used to obtain an accurate estimate forĝ.

The stability criteria specified in Eq.~63! can be related

to previously published criteria. For instance, the criterion
amax.a0 is identical to that of Fitzpatrick and Yu~1998!.12

Moreover, the criteriona0.amin can be related to that of
Boozer ~1998!13 and Okabayashi, Pomphrey, and Hatcher
~1998!.14 Note that the latter two criteria were obtained from
single harmoniccalculations in which the effects of sideband
harmonics were completely neglected. In the single har-
monic limit, it is easily seen thata05a`50. Thus, thea0

.amin criterion reduces to 0.āmin . According to Eq.~47!,
this reduced criterion can be written

Md f
m02

Mdw
m0Mw f

m0

Mww
m0

,0, ~66!

which is identical in form to the criteria of Boozer and Oka-
bayashi. It can be seen, from Eqs.~22! to ~24!, that the
above-mentioned combination of inductances represents the
normalized mutual inductance between the feedback coil and
detector loop arrays associated with them0 , n, marginally
stable, ideal external-kink eigenfunction~i.e., the marginally
stable eigenfunction which satisfiesCw

m0 ,n
50!. If this induc-

tance is negative~which implies that the unnormalized in-
ductance is positive! then the feedback scheme is intrinsi-
cally stable. Conversely, if the inductance is positive then the
feedback scheme becomes unstable.

IV. OPTIMAL DESIGN OF THE FEEDBACK SYSTEM

A. Introduction

In the following, we employ the quadratic dispersion
relation ~61! to optimize the design of our feedback system.
A given system is fully described once the values of the
following ten physics parameters are specified:

~1! m0—the poloidal mode number of the intrinsically un-
stablem0 , n resistive shell mode;

~2! M—the number of evenly spaced feedback coil/detector
loop pairs in the poloidal direction;

~3! Du f—the poloidal angular extent of each feedback coil;
~4! Dud—the poloidal angular extent of each detector loop;
~5! r m0

—the critical~minor! radius beyond which a resistive
shell is unable to stabilize them0 , n ideal external-kink
mode;

~6! r w—the ~minor! radius of the resistive shell;
~7! r f—the ~minor! radius of the feedback coil array;
~8! r d—the ~minor! radius of the detector loop array;
~9! Ĝp—the normalized proportional gain; and
~10! Ĝd—the normalized derivative gain.

The necessary constraint that them0 , n ideal external-kink
mode be stable implies thatr m0

.r w . Otherwise, the above
ten parameters are free to takeany ~physically plausible!
values.

Our present study concentrates on the stability of a
low-m external kink-mode~i.e., m053!, moderated by a
relatively close-fitting resistive shell~i.e., r w51.1a!, which
is surrounded by a fairly close-fitting array of feedback coils
~i.e., r f51.2a!, since these choices are particularly relevant
to present-day tokamak experiments.16 The derivative gain is
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set to a small, positive, constant value~i.e., Ĝd50.01!: This
allows the dispersion relation~61! to monitor instabilities of
the feedback system, whilst ensuring that all meaningful
feedback of them0 , n resistive shell mode is due to propor-
tional gain ~which is the only effective type of feedback,
anyway, given the orderings adopted in this paper!. It fol-
lows that onlysix of the above-mentioned physics param-
eters~i.e., M, Du f , Dud , r m0

, r d , andĜp! are actually var-
ied during our design study.

B. Effective radius

In order to optimize the design of our feedback system,
we must first select ameaningfulfigure of merit. Past expe-
rience has demonstrated that the feedback gain,Ĝp , is not a
particularly meaningful figure, i.e., the feedback scheme
which operates effectively with the lowest value ofĜp is not
necessarily the optimal scheme. Without doubt, the best fig-
ure of merit is the so-calledeffective radius. By definition, a
feedback scheme with a given effective radius—r e , say—
has the same stabilizing effect on them0 , n mode as aper-
fectly conductingshell of minor radiusr e . The type of feed-
back scheme considered in this paper always has an effective
radius greater than or equal to the radius,r w , of the resistive
shell, i.e., the best the scheme can do is to make the resistive
shell appear superconducting—it cannot make the shell ap-
pear closer to the plasma than is actually the case. Thus, an
optimal feedback scheme corresponds to one in which the
effective radius is made as close as possible to the actual
radius of the shell.

As is easily demonstrated, in theabsenceof mode cou-
pling ~i.e., a05a`50!, the effective radius is determined
from the relationamax50 ~subject to the constraintr m0

.r w!.
It follows, from Eqs.~45! and ~46!, that

r e5max~r w ,r d f! ~67!

in this simple limit. In other words, ifr d exceedsr f then the
effective radius isr f ; if r d lies betweenr w and r f then the
effective radius isr d ; and if r d is less thanr w then the
effective radius isr w . This implies that the optimum loca-
tion for the detector loop array is just outside the resistive
shell: in this case,r e5r w . In particular, there is no benefit in
placing the detector loop array inside the shell.

In the presenceof mode coupling, the effective radius
corresponds to the lowest value ofr m0

for which neither the
Fitzpatrick–Yu stability criterion, a0,amax, nor the
Boozer–Okabayashi stability criterion,a0.amin , are vio-
lated ~subject to the constraintr m0

.r w!. In practice, the ef-
fective radius is calculated by setting the proportional gain to
a large positive value~i.e., Ĝp5106!, and then gradually
reducing the critical radius,r m0

, from infinity, until the dis-
persion relation~61! predicts a positive growth rate. The
value of r m0

at which this occurs is essentially identical to
the effective radius. In the following, we shall search
$M ,Du f ,Dud ,r d% parameter space for regions in which the
effective radius is minimized. Such regions invariably corre-
spond to regions in which the mode coupling parameter,a0 ,
lies close to zero.

As can be seen from Eq.~64!, a0 depends only on the
properties of the feedback coil and detector loop arrays. In
fact, there arethreemain factors which affect the amplitude
of this parameter. First, ifDu f2Dud is nonzero~i.e., if the
feedback coils and detector loops are of different angular
sizes! then the sign of the terms appearing in the summation
in Eq. ~64! can oscillate, leading to cancellation. On the other
hand, if Du f5Dud then every term is positive definite. It
follows that mode coupling is maximized when the feedback
coils and detector loops are of the same angular size. Hence,
an optimal feedback scheme will almost certainly have feed-
back coils and detector loops ofdifferentangular sizes. Sec-
ond, as the radial distance,ur f2r du, between the feedback
coils and the detector loops increases, the amplitude ofa0

generally decreases. It follows that an optimal feedback
scheme will probably have afinite gapbetween the feedback
coils and the detector loops. Finally, as the number,M, of
feedback coil/detector loop pairs in the poloidal direction
increases, the amplitude ofa0 tends to decrease. Hence,
finding a robust low-M optimal feedback scheme is likely to
pose a challenge.

C. Feedback efficacy parameter

Suppose that them0 , n resistive shell mode is driven
unstable by pressure gradients within the plasma. Letbnw be
the b limit calculated in the absence of the resistive shell
~i.e., the ‘‘no-wall’’ b limit !, and let bpw be the b limit
calculated assuming that the shell acts like a perfect conduc-
tor ~i.e., the ‘‘perfect-wall’’ b limit !. We expect the follow-
ing approximateb dependence of the plasma stability param-
eter,s:

s.
b2bnw

bpw2b
. ~68!

In other words, we expects to pass through zero and become
positive as the no-wallb limit is exceeded, and to become
infinite as the perfect-wallb limit is approached.

Let sc andbc be the critical values of the plasma stabil-
ity parameter and the plasmab, respectively, above which
the m0 , n resistive shell mode becomes unstable when the
feedback system is in operation. The relationship betweensc

and the effective radius,r e , of the feedback system is simply
@see Eq.~45!#

sc5
r w

2m0

r e
2m02r w

2m0
. ~69!

It is helpful to define thefeedback efficacy parameter:

k5
bc2bnw

bpw2bnw
. ~70!

If k50 then the feedback system iscompletely ineffective: In
other words, theb limit is the same as that calculated in the
absence of a resistive shell. Ifk51 then the feedback system
is completely effective: In other words, theb limit is the
same as that calculated assuming that the shell behaves like a
perfect conductor. Finally, if 0,k,1 then the feedback sys-
tem is partially effective: For instance, ifk50.5 then the
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feedback modifiedb limit lies halfway between the no-wall
and perfect-wallb limits. It is easily demonstrated, from
Eqs.~68! to ~70!, that the relationship between the feedback
efficacy parameter,k, and the effective radius,r e , is simply

k5S r e

r w
D 2m0

. ~71!

D. Results

Extensive exploration of$M ,Du f ,Dud ,r d% parameter
space reveals the existence ofthreedistinct regions, depend-
ing on the size ofM. Region I corresponds toM<2m0 , but
MÞm0 . Region II corresponds toM5m0 . Finally, region
III corresponds toM.2m0 . In the following, each of these
regions is described in detail.

E. Region I: MÏ2m 0 , MÅm 0

The fundamental design philosophy adopted in this pa-
per is to attempt to set the mode coupling parameter,a0 , to
zero when the radius of the detector loop array is equal to
that of the resistive shell~i.e., whenr d5r w!. It turns out that
this is impossible in region I: The best we can achieve is to
minimizea0 .

Figure 2~a! shows the loci of all points inDud2Du f

parameter space at whicha0 is a local minimum, calculated
for an example case in whichM51 andm053. There are
two mirror-image curves: the first corresponding to a branch
of semioptimal feedback schemes on which the detector
loops arewider than the feedback coils, and the second to a
branch on which the detector loops arenarrower than the
feedback coils. As expected, there are no semioptimal
schemes for which the detector loops and feedback coils are
the same size. Figure 2~b! shows the local minimum value of
a0 on the second branch, plotted as a function ofDud ~note,
the local minimum value is identical on the other branch!. It
can be seen that the mode coupling parameter rises rapidly as
the width of the detector loops increases. Hence, the optimal
design~i.e., the design which absolutely minimizesa0! cor-
responds to one in which the detector loops areextremely
small. This result is in accordance with the numerical simu-
lations of Liu and Bondeson~2000!.15

Figure 3~a! shows the mode coupling parameter,a0 ,
plotted as a function of the detector array radius,r d , for the
optimal M51 feedback scheme—which corresponds to
Dud51° and Du f578.3° ~i.e., extremely narrow detector
loops, and fairly wide feedback coils!. As expected,a0 peaks
when r d5r f , suggesting that a feedback scheme in which
the detector loops are located very close to the feedback coils
is likely to operate relatively ineffectively. Note thata0 rises
above amax at large r d , which implies that the feedback
scheme fails to operate effectively when the detector loops
are located too far from the plasma. Note, finally, thata0

5amin for r d,r f . This is a general result. It turns out that
a05amin in any case where the feedback coils and detector
loops are located onopposite sidesof the shell—thus, auto-
matically precluding violation of the Boozer–Okabayashi
stability criterion ~i.e., a0,amin!. This behavior makes
physical sense because violation of the Boozer–Okabayashi

criterion entails the appearance of a fast growing instability
~i.e., g@1/tw!, driven by inductive coupling between the
feedback coils and detector loops. Of course, when the feed-
back coils and detector loops are located on opposite sides of
the shell they are shielded from one another—at least as far
as fast growing modes are concerned. Hence, there is no
inductive coupling, and, thus, no instability is possible.

Figure 3~b! shows the feedback efficacy parameter,k,
plotted as a function of the detector array radius,r d , for the
optimalM51 feedback scheme illustrated in Fig. 3~a!. It can
be seen thatk is rather small~far smaller, for instance, than
the corresponding parameter calculated in the absence of
mode coupling—as is clear from the figure!, reflecting the
relatively high values ofa0 shown in Fig. 3~a!. The largest
value ofk is obtained whenr d5a.

We conclude that, with only a single feedback coil in the
poloidal direction, the optimal feedback scheme corresponds

FIG. 2. ~a! Values ofDu f and Dud ~in deg! which locally minimizea0 ,
calculated withM51, m053, r w51.1a, andr f51.2a. ~b! The local mini-
mum value ofa0 on theDud,Du f branch of~a!, plotted as a function of
Dud .
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to one with moderately large feedback coils~i.e.,Du f;70°!,
and very small detector loops placed as close to the plasma
as possible. However, such a scheme performs relatively
poorly, since its feedback efficacy parameter is significantly
less than unity ~i.e., k,0.35, which implies that the
feedback-modifiedb limit is less than 35% of the way be-
tween the no-wall and perfect-wallb limits!. These conclu-
sions are in complete accordance with those of Liu and
Bondeson~2000!.15

Note, incidentally, that, sincea0 is invariant under the
transformationDu f↔Dud @see Eq.~64!#, the widths of the
feedback coils and detector loops can beinterchangedin any
optimal feedback scheme, without affecting the scheme’s
performance. Thus, an alternative, optimal,M51 feedback

scheme consists of very small feedback coils, and moder-
ately large detector loops~i.e., Dud;70°! placed as close to
the plasma as possible. Of course, such a scheme would be
extremely impractical.

The above-noted conclusion~i.e., that the optimal
scheme corresponds to very small detector loops placed well
inside the shell! remains valid for all other values ofM
which fall within region I. In general, the performance of the
scheme improves~i.e.,k increases! asM increases. However,
no region I feedback scheme performs particularly well.

F. Region II: MÄm 0

In region II, it is actually possible to set the mode cou-
pling parameter,a0 , to zero whenr d5r w . The main differ-
ence between regions I and II is that, in the latter case,m
50 is one of the nearest-neighbor sideband harmonics. Now,
the m50 harmonic does not couple to resistive shell modes
in a large aspect-ratio, low-b, tokamak, so one of the nearest-
neighbor terms in the summation~64! is absentin region II.
Since nearest-neighbor terms are relatively large, and invari-
ably positive, it follows thata0 is significantly less positive
in region II than in region I. Thus, it is not particularly sur-
prising that, althougha0 is always positive in region I, it can
be made negative~or zero! in region II.

Figure 4 shows the loci of all points inDud2Du f pa-
rameter space at whicha050, calculated for an example
case in whichM53 andm053. There are two mirror-image
curves: the first corresponding to a branch of optimal feed-
back schemes on which the detector loops arewider than the
feedback coils, and the second to a branch on which the
detector loops arenarrower than the feedback coils. Thus, in
region II there are awide rangeof possible optimal designs
~basically, any point on the curves shown in Fig. 4!.

Figure 5~a! shows the mode coupling parameter,a0 ,
plotted as a function of the detector array radius,r d , for a
particular optimalM53 feedback scheme in whichDud

580° and Du f530° ~i.e., moderate sized feedback coils,

FIG. 3. ~a! Values ofa0 ~solid curve!, amax ~dotted curve!, andamin ~dashed
curve!, plotted as a function ofr d ~divided by a!, for Dud51°, Du f

578.3°, M51, m053, r m0
51.5a, r w51.1a, and r f51.2a. The locations

of the shell and the feedback coil array are indicated by vertical dotted lines.
~b! The feedback efficacy parameter,k, plotted as a function ofr d , for the
same parameters as in~a!. The dashed curve shows thek vs r d relation
calculated assuming zero mode coupling.

FIG. 4. Values ofDu f andDud ~in deg! for which a050, calculated with
M53, m053, r w51.1a, andr f51.2a.
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and fairly large detector loops!. Note thata0 is zero when
r d5r w , as expected, and remains fairly close to zero for
other values ofr d . In other words, there is essentiallyzero
mode couplingin this optimized scheme.

Figure 5~b! shows the feedback efficacy parameter,k,
plotted as a function of the detector array radius,r d , for the
optimalM53 feedback scheme illustrated in Fig. 5~a!. It can
be seen thatk is rather large~i.e., about the same size as the
corresponding parameter calculated in the absence of mode
coupling—as is clear from the figure!, reflecting the very low
values ofa0 shown in Fig. 5~a!. The largest value ofk ~i.e.,
k51, which implies that the feedback-modifiedb limit is the
same as the perfect-wallb limit ! is obtained whenr d<r w .
All of the optimal schemes corresponding to the curves

shown in Fig. 4 perform about as well as the scheme illus-
trated in Fig. 5.

We conclude that, in region II~i.e., M5m0!, there is a
wide range of possible optimal feedback schemes. All
schemes perform extremely well, i.e., they possess very low
effective mode coupling. The optimum location for the de-
tector loop array isjust outsidethe shell, at which point the
scheme performs with 100% efficiency~i.e., with k51!.
Note, in particular, that there isno improvement in perfor-
mancewhen the detector array is placed inside the shell.
Note, also, that all optimal schemes correspond tononover-
lapping feedback coils and detector loops.

Ideally, a practical feedback scheme should have zero
effective mode coupling~such a scheme will perform with
100% efficiency whenr d5r w!, moderate sized, nonoverlap-
ping, feedback coils~such coils will not take up too much
space, and will be easy to support mechanically!, and large
detector loops~such loops will maximize the sensitivity of
the scheme to low amplitude signals!. As we have demon-
strated, it is actually possible to find an optimal feedback
scheme with just such properties in region II.

G. Region III: MÌ2m 0

In region III, it is also possible to set the mode coupling
parameter,a0 , to zero whenr d5r w . Figure 6 shows the loci
of all points in Dud2Du f parameter space at which
a050, calculated for an example case in whichM57 and
m053. There are two mirror-image curves: the first corre-
sponding to a branch of optimal feedback schemes on which
the detector loopsoverlap and the feedback coils arenon-
overlapping, and the second to a branch on which the detec-
tor loops are nonoverlapping and the feedback coils overlap.
Thus, in region III there is again arangeof possible optimal
designs~i.e., most points on the curves shown in Fig. 6!.

Figure 7~a! shows the mode coupling parameter,a0 ,
plotted as a function of the detector array radius,r d , for a
particular optimalM57 feedback scheme in whichDud

FIG. 5. ~a! Values ofa0 ~solid curve!, amax ~dotted curve!, andamin ~dashed
curve!, plotted as a function ofr d ~divided by a!, for Dud580°, Du f

530°, M53, m053, r m0
51.5a, r w51.1a, andr f51.2a. The locations of

the shell and the feedback coil array are indicated by vertical dotted lines.
~b! The feedback efficacy parameter,k, plotted as a function ofr d , for the
same parameters as in~a!. The dashed curve shows thek vs r d relation
calculated assuming zero mode coupling.

FIG. 6. Values ofDu f andDud ~in deg! for which a050, calculated with
M57, m053, r w51.1a, andr f51.2a.
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580° andDu f550° ~i.e., moderate sized, nonoverlapping
feedback coils, andoverlappingdetector loops!. Note thata0

is zero whenr d5r w , as expected, and remains fairly close to
zero for other values ofr d . In other words, there is again
essentially zero mode coupling in this optimized scheme.

Figure 7~b! shows the feedback efficacy parameter,k,
plotted as a function of the detector array radius,r d , for the
optimalM57 feedback scheme illustrated in Fig. 7~a!. It can
be seen thatk is relatively large@i.e., about the same size as
the corresponding parameter calculated in the absence of
mode coupling—as is clear from Fig. 7~b!#, reflecting the
very low values ofa0 shown in Fig. 7~a!. The largest value
of k ~i.e., k51! is obtained whenr d<r w . Most of the opti-
mal schemes corresponding to the curves shown in Fig. 6
perform about as well as the scheme illustrated in Fig. 7. The

only exceptions are schemes in which either the feedback
coils or the detector loops are very small: such schemes per-
form badly.

We conclude that, in region III~i.e., M.2m0!, there is a
fairly wide range of possible optimal feedback schemes.
Most schemes perform extremely well, i.e., they possess
very low effective mode coupling. The optimum location for
the detector loop array is again just outside the shell, at
which point the scheme performs with 100% efficiency~i.e.,
k51!. As before, there is no improvement in performance
when the detector array is placed inside the shell.

In region III, all optimal feedback schemes have either
overlapping feedback coils or overlapping detector loops.
Since overlapping feedback coils are considerably less prac-
tical than overlapping detector loops, the latter schemes are
generally preferable.

H. Nonmode-specific feedback schemes

We have found two regimes in which it is possible to
find an optimal feedback scheme which performs effectively
with wide detector loops located just outside the shell. The
first regime corresponds toM5m0 , whereas the second cor-
responds toM.2m0 . Unfortunately, the first regime is very
mode specific. In other words, ifM5m0 for one particular
value of m0 , then MÞm0 ~and M,2m0! for neighboring
values. It follows that, in the first regime, a feedback scheme
optimized for anm053 resistive shell mode, say, is unlikely
to perform effectively form052 or m054 modes. In prin-
ciple, the second regime is less mode specific than the first—
after all, many values ofm0 simultaneously satisfy the in-
equality M.2m0 . In the following, we investigate the
possibility of a nonmode-specific optimal feedback scheme
in the second regime.

Figure 8 shows the loci of all points inDud2Du f pa-
rameter space at whicha050, calculated for an example
case in whichM510. Curves are displayed form052, 3,
and 4. A nonmode-specific optimal feedback scheme would
correspond to a mutual crossing point of these three sets of
curves. Such a point does not exist. Note, however, that the
three curves converge fairly closely in the regime whereboth
the feedback coils and the detector loops overlap~i.e., in the
upper-right quadrant of Fig. 8!. Let us investigate this
regime.

Figure 9 shows the feedback efficacy parameter,k, plot-
ted as a function of the detector array radius,r d , for a
nonmode-specific, optimal,M510 feedback scheme~corre-
sponding to the covergence point of the three sets of curves
shown in Fig. 8! characterized byDud538°, Du f550.5°,
r w51.1a, andr f51.2a. Data are shown form052, 3, and 4.
The scheme performs very well~i.e., with zero effective
mode coupling! for m052 andm053, and slightly less well
for m054. Certainly, if the detector array were located just
outside the shell thenk would be unity form052 andm0

53, and would be about 0.83 form054 ~i.e., the feedback
modified b limit would be the perfect-wallb limit for m0

52 andm053, and would be 83% of the way between the
no-wall and perfect-wallb limits for m054!. In this respect,

FIG. 7. ~a! Values ofa0 ~solid curve!, amax ~dotted curve!, andamin ~dashed
curve!, plotted as a function ofr d ~divided by a!, for Dud580°, Du f

550°, M57, m053, r m0
51.5a, r w51.1a, andr f51.2a. The locations of

the shell and the feedback coil array are indicated by vertical dotted lines.
~b! The feedback efficacy parameter,k, plotted as a function ofr d , for the
same parameters as in~a!. The dashed curve shows thek vs r d relation
calculated assuming zero mode coupling.
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the scheme can be accurately described as being nonmode-
specific. The scheme can either have strongly overlapping
feedback coils and slightly overlapping detector loops, or
vice versa. The former choice is probably more practical,
since the conductors of slightly overlapping feedback coils
are likely to get in one another’s way.

V. SUMMARY

We have derived a quadratic dispersion relation, Eq.
~61!, which governs the feedback-modified stability of the
resistive shell mode in a large-aspect ratio, low-b tokamak
plasma. Our model feedback system allows for different
sized feedback coils and detector loops in the poloidal direc-
tion, and also permits the feedback coil and detector loop
arrays to be located at different minor radii.

The effectiveness of a given feedback scheme is gov-
erned by a parameter,a0 @defined in Eq.~64!#, which mea-
sures the coupling of different poloidal harmonics due to the
nonsinusoidal nature of the feedback currents. The scheme
fails completely ifa0 becomes either too positive~i.e., a0

.amax! or too negative~i.e., a0,amin!. The effectiveness
criterion a0,amax is identical to the previously published
criterion of Fitzpatrick and Yu~1998!.12 Moreover, the ef-
fectiveness criteriona0.amin is an extended version of the
criteria of Boozer~1998!13 and Okabayashi, Pomphrey, and
Hatcher ~1998!.14 Thus, the dispersion relation~61! suc-
cinctly unifiesthe apparently divergent elements of previous
research. When the Fitzpatrick–Yu criterion is violated, the
feedback scheme fails due to the distortion of the resistive
shell mode eigenfunction generated by excessive mode cou-
pling. Feedback fails when the Boozer–Okabayashi criterion
is violated because the feedback system itself becomes un-
stable.

Using the dispersion relation~61!, we find that feedback
parameter space can be separated intothree broad regions,
depending on the nature and performance of the optimal
feedback scheme. LetM be the number of feedback coils in
the poloidal direction, and letm0 be the poloidal mode num-
ber of the intrinsically unstable resistive shell mode.

Region I corresponds toM<2m0 and MÞm0 . In this
region, we find that the optimal feedback scheme is charac-
terized by extremely narrow detector loops, which must be
placed as close to the plasma as possible—in agreement with
the work of Liu and Bondeson~2000!.15 Unfortunately, such
a scheme is somewhat unfeasible, since, in practice, it would
be almost impossible to mount detector loops well inside the
resistive shell~especially in a reactor!, and a scheme with
very small detector loops is likely to have great difficulty
sensing the resistive shell mode sufficiently early in its de-
velopment for feedback to make a difference~since the sig-
nal to be detected has relatively long poloidal and toroidal
wavelengths, whereas much of the background noise is short
wavelength in nature!.

Region II corresponds toM5m0 . In this region, it is
possible to find an optimal feedback scheme with large, non-
overlapping detector loops, and moderately large, nonover-
lapping feedback coils. The scheme operates with 100% ef-
ficiency ~i.e., it effectively converts the resistive shell into a
superconducting shell! when the detector loops are placed
just outside the shell. There is no improvement in perfor-
mance when the detector loops are placed inside the shell.
Such a scheme is certainly practical~unlike the previous
scheme!. Unfortunately, it only operates effectively for one
particular resistive shell mode~i.e., the mode whose poloidal
mode number matches the number of feedback coils in the
poloidal direction!.

FIG. 8. Values ofDu f andDud ~in deg! for which a050, for M510, r w

51.1a, andr f51.2a. The solid curves correspond tom052, the dot-dashed
curves correspond tom053, and the long-dashed curves correspond tom0

54. The short-dashed lines indicate the values ofDu f andDud above which
the feedback coils and detector loops, respectively, start to overlap.

FIG. 9. The feedback efficacy parameter,k, plotted as a function ofr d , for
an optimalM510 feedback scheme in whichDud538°, Du f550.5°, r w

51.1a, andr f51.2a. The solid curve corresponds tom052, the dot-dashed
curve corresponds tom053, and the long-dashed curve corresponds tom0

54. The short-dashed curve shows thek vs r d relation calculated assuming
zero mode coupling. The locations of the shell and the feedback coil array
are indicated via vertical dotted lines.
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Region III corresponds toM.2m0 . In this region, it is
possible to find an optimal feedback scheme with slightly
overlapping detector loops, and strongly overlapping feed-
back coils. This scheme operates with close to 100% effi-
ciency, for resistive shell modes with arange of different
poloidal mode numbers, when the detector loops are placed
just outside the shell. Obviously, such a scheme is not quite
as practical as the previous one. On the other hand, it is far
less mode specific.

VI. DISCUSSION

The main conclusion of this paper is that the principal
failure mechanism for feedback systems designed to control
the resistive shell mode in advanced tokamaks lies in the
generation of sideband harmonic~i.e., harmonics other than
the intrinsically unstable principal harmonic! magnetic fields
by the nonsinusoidal currents flowing in the feedback coil
array, and the subsequent detection and amplification of
these fields by the feedback system. If the net sideband har-
monic flux picked up by the detector loop array is too posi-
tive then feedback fails due to distortion of the resistive shell
eigenfunction. If the net sideband harmonic flux is too nega-
tive then feedback fails because the feedback system be-
comes intrinsically unstable. The optimum feedback system
corresponds to one in which the net sideband harmonic flux
is zero. There are many ways to achieve this. One approach
is to reduce the relative coupling between the feedback coil
and detector loop arrays by making the detector loops very
small, and locating them close to the plasma~and, hence,
fairly far away from the feedback coils!.15 Another, more
radical, approach is to reduce the coupling even further by
making the detector loops measure the perturbedpoloidal
magnetic field, rather than the perturbedradial field.23 The
main problem with these two approaches is that they require
small area detector loops, which are likely to have great dif-
ficulty picking up the resistive shell mode at low amplitudes,
and only tend to work when the detector loops are located
inside the shell, which is not reactor relevant. The approach
adopted in this paper is quite different. We deal with feed-
back schemes in which there isstrongcoupling between the
feedback coils and the detector loops. This allows the detec-
tor loops to be both large area and located outside the shell.
However, we choose the poloidal widths of the individual

feedback and detector loops to be such that the positive and
negative components of the sideband harmonic flux picked
up by the detector loop arraybalanceone another, leading to
zero net flux.

Although the analysis presented in this paper is restricted
to cylindrical plasmas, it seems eminently plausible that the
above-outlined approach to feedback design and optimiza-
tion is also applicable to toroidal plasmas. However, this
conjecture can only be verified via numerical simulations.
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